
 

     THE JUNGLE BOOK is a Fourth Quarter, 2018 pixilation feature dramedy dvd 

donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United 

Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that 

dvd film. 

12 of a possible 20 points                                                          *** of a possible ***** 

United States   2016   color   106 minutes   feature pixilation dramedy 

Fairview Entertainment / Moving Picture Company (MPC) / Prime Focus / 

Walt Disney Pictures   Producers: Jon Favreau, Brigham Taylor, John Bartnioki, 

and Joyce Cox 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Jon Favreau    

            2nd Unit Direction: Thomas Robinson Harper, Robert Legato, Kim Richards 

1          Editing: Mark Livolsi and Adam Gerstel 

1          Cinematography: Bill Pope     2nd Unit Cinematography: Robert Legato 

1          Lighting: Salim Bensrhir, Bob Finley III, Christian Killingworth,       

           Shawn White  



            Special Visual Effects: Robert Legato (Supervisor) 

1          Screenplay: Justin Marks 

            Script Supervision: Rebecca Boyle, Ira Hurvitz, Kathy McHugh 

            Animation: Peta Bailey (Supervisor), Jeremy Thompson  

                                 (Animatics Supervisor), William Weigand, Sam Baker,  

                                 Hans Brekke, Ross Burgess, Alex Burt, Julian Burt,  

                                 Andrew Calder, Ryan Cronin, Amanda Bague, 

                                 Charlie Filmberg, Greg Fischer, Jed Fisher, others 

            Character Design: Michael Kutsche 

            Music Editing: Tanya Noel Hill 

            Music Recording: Kevin Globerman 

            Music Mixing: Simon Rhodes 

1          Music: John Debney      

            Orchestrations: Kevin Kaska, Brad Dechter, Mike Watts  

            Songs: Richard and Robert Sherman  

            Arrangements: William Hunt and Scott Lee Miller  

2          Art Direction Supervision: Andrew Jones 

            Art Direction: Ravi Bansal, John Lord Booth III, Ilgi Candar  

                                      (opening and closing sequences) 

            Virtual Art Direction: Yuri Bartoli 

            Motion Capture Art Direction: Mike Stassi 

            Graphics Design: Sara Escamilola 

            Set Design: Aric Cheng, David Chow, Richard Mays 

            Set Decoration: Amanda Moss Serino 

            Set Dressing: David Bush, Nancy Ann Lai, Timberly Matonic, 

                                     Merdyce McClaran, Glenn Strauss, David Venezky, 

                                     Adam Zerkel 

            Layouts Supervision: Paul Arion, Derek Blume 

            Layouts: Jose Astacio, Schweta Bhatnagar, Micha Boström, Derek Brady, 

                            Hubert Chan, Oli Clarke, Stanley Dellimore, Jason Desjarlais, 

                            Silvia Di Felice, Vincent Domaigne, Pedram Etebarzadeh, 

                            Karim Fradin, Alvaro García Martinez, others 

            Costume Design: Laura Jean Shannon 

            Makeup: George Black (head) 

1          Sound Design: Christopher Boyes 



       Sound Editing Supervision: Frank Eulner and Christopher Boyes 

       Sound Effects: David Chrastka, Ken Fischer, James Likowski,  

                                  Chris Manning, Dee Selby, Dennie Thorpe, Jana Vance, 

                                  Andre Fenley, Geoff Vaughan 

       Dialogue Editing: Lisa Chino, Marshall Winn 

       Dialogue Mixing: Vince Caro 

       Sound Recording: Scott Jacobs 

       Sound Mixing: Tom Burns, Lora Hirschberg, Ron Judkins, Johnny Kubelka 

       Casting: Sarah Finn, Ruth Earley (extras), Rich King (extras),  

                       Nina Henninger, and Tamara Hunter 

2           Acting 

0           Creativity 

12 total points 

 

Cast: Neel Sethi (j) (Mowgli) 

Voices Cast: Ben Kingsley* (Bagheera), Bill Murray* (Baloo), Brighton Rose 

(Favreau) (j) (Gray), Giancarlo Esposito* (Akela), Idris Elba* (Shere Khan),  

Lupita Nyong’o*(Raksha), Christopher Walken* (King Louie),  

Scarlett Johansson* (Kaa), Gary Shandling (Ikki the porcupine), Emjay Anthony 

(j), Max Favreau (j), Chloe Hechter (j), Asher Blinkoff (j), Knox Gagnon  

(Young Wolves), Madeleine Favreau (j) (Raquel the Rhinoceros), Jon Favreau 

(Fred the Pygmy Hog), Sam Raimi (Giant Squirrel), others 

 

     Does the world need a pixilation JUNGLE BOOK? The Disney Company 

answered that query in the affirmative and produced this hybrid of live action 

and computer animation, not so seamless a joining as might be desired. To 

make its storyline more palatable to postcolonial spectators, this film deletes all 

patronizing statements penned by Rudyard Kipling in his original stories about a 

native boy weaned and raised by a mother wolf named Raksha. Much of the 

author’s distaste for Indian culture seeps through in this modern retelling. 

Preferring to deal with animals rather than humans, animators and scripters 

center action on conflicts between tiger Shere Khan and orangutan King Louie’s 

anthropomorphic designs and Mowgli’s wish to remain secluded in a state of 

nature.  



     The fraternity of wolves and its simple rules of conduct are all that is 

necessary to lead a satisfying yet adventurous life. So the film’s human hero 

believes at first. Fire’s destructiveness and prolonged drought are the great 

unifiers of his community, one presided over at various times by adult elephants 

revered for size and strength, a vindictive tiger, and conciliatory father figure 

Akela.  

     Shere Khan, depicted as a haughty loner intent on administering his own 

brutal form of justice and law on all he surveys, some eight years or so earlier 

lost an eye during combat with Mowgli’s shielding father. Kipling depicted him 

as owner of a limping leg. Overlooking an infant nearby while engrossed in 

mortal struggle with its more dangerous parent, Shere Khan only belatedly 

learns of a man-cub survivor who witnessed that bloody attack. Once apprised 

of Mowgli’s existence, he determines to track down and eliminate the tyke, thus 

forestalling its inevitable transformation into adult hunter and torch-brandisher. 

Indeed, it is flame and not spear that intimidates the jungle’s dominant feline. 

He can’t control it. Men can. To make matters even more unfair, humans are 

also able to turn the power of kindled wood against prowling, voracious tigers. 

Unless four-legged enemies devour them first. 

     This is the world Mowgli inhabits, one where a majority of inhabitants must 

either kill and eat other creatures or be eaten by them. Wolves occupy a lofty 

position within it. Few are the animals who would willingly pick a fight with 

them. Elephants have other concerns and a diet of plants. Apes are satisfied to 

feed upon nuts, berries, and fruits, whereas snakes incline to smaller 

vertebrates, water-buffalos relish vegetation, and crocodiles remain close to 

riverbanks left untrodden by smart wolves. Overhead vultures content 

themselves with leftovers from more aggressive predators. Only the Bengal 

tiger and its jackal sidekick represent true adversaries.   

     Watched over by cautious panther Bagheera and patriarchal Akela, Mowgli 

and wolf cubs cavort through shadowy undergrowth and vine-laden tropical 

trees, heedless of such seldom-seen trackers as Shere Khan and golden jackal 

Tabaqui. For them, jungle and water hole are playgrounds made especially for 

their collective enjoyment. Until vengeance-obsessed tiger returns to claim 

what he insists rightfully belongs to him: Mowgli. 

     Akela tries to avoid outright surrender of his cherished pack member by 

sending the boy back with Bagheera to the nearest village. This ploy fails, for 



the two become separated when Shere Khan tries to ambush them. Fleeing 

biped gets carried away by a stampeding herd of buffalos and a rampaging river 

current. Left to his own caprice without wise counsel, Mowgli opts to canvass 

what could be termed another part of the forest. There he encounters a 

crushingly intimate rock python named Kaa, who croons a hypnotic lullaby 

while twisting her way around him. Naïve wanderer is saved from suffocation 

by wandering bear Baloo, who sees in the child a prospective accessory in 

attempts to rob bees of tantalizing honeycombs.  

     Their fraternization is disturbed by reappearance of guardian Bagheera in 

search of his lost ward. After chastising Baloo for sloth and selfishness, the 

panther insists on resuming an interrupted journey to human territory. 

Reluctantly, overweight ursine agrees to send Mowgli away, pretending their 

friendship was merely manipulation to satisfy a greedy appetite. As he bids 

adieu to cave-dwelling host, the doubly banished adventurer hears from Baloo’s 

slip of the tongue that Akela has been killed by Shere Khan, a crime former 

mentor Bagheera concealed in order to expedite the adopted cub’s departure 

from his adoptive family.  

     What a betrayal. Lie after lie has been fed him. No one can be trusted.        

     So Mowgli strikes out on his own, a decision he soon regrets when a group of 

rambunctious simians kidnaps him and brings their captive to King Louie’s stone 

palace, an enormous ruin from a bygone civilization presently overrun by 

unchecked creepers. Louie has everything he needs except a supply of one 

particularly scrumptious fruit and a firebrand to terrify opponents. His captive 

can supply those things. The two will rule the wilds together in an unequal 

partnership headed by the mightier.  

     Can Baloo and Bagheera join forces to recover their friend and stymie self-

styled King and a persistent killer? Check this film out of the Heritage Church 

library and find out for yourself. 

     Voices casting is virtually flawless here, though standouts are Bill Murray’s 

guilt-inducing Baloo, comfortable only when thoroughly stuffed, Ben Kingsley’s 

temperately wise Bagheera, Christopher Walken’s double-dealing royal 

prominence, Idris Elba’s bloodthirsty, pitilessly unrelenting Shere Khan, and 

Scarlett Johansson’s sinuous, demonically tranquillizing Kaa. Lupita Nyong’o 

turns in a strong performance as unwaveringly loyal and maternally protective 

adoptive mother Raksha, being matched by Giancarlo Esposito’s Akela supplies 



thoughtful pursuit of moderation and selective irony of speech when overruled 

by equally sarcastic revenger.  

     As eventual human hero, Neel Sethi conforms to demands of a fairly shallow, 

single-minded script, making all the right moves at exactly the right times. 

When his character matures at film climax, he makes that mental leap fully 

convincing. It’s not his fault Mowgli is restricted to a limited range of 

expressions, being too often mere straight man to barbed witticisms from older 

associates. 

     Adapted loosely from three narratives contained within Rudyard Kipling’s 

1895 collection of short stories titled The Jungle Book, Favreau’s reworking 

turns friendly Kaa into Mowgli’s deadly foe, substitutes incineration for the 

more straightforward trampling of Shere Khan found in the original work, and 

inserts a monstrously decadent Monkey King not present in anything Kipling 

ever wrote. Louie gets more than his share of laughs and a destructive 

cataclysm of nearly apocalyptic proportions. But no one should be misled into 

thinking an Indian-born English author had anything to do with those eye-

popping spectacles. 

     Production design otherwise is largely faithful to its Indian subcontinent 

context. Though the single native adult seen briefly on screen can hardly be 

construed as a fair representative of his nation. Water animation and temple 

architecture are particularly praiseworthy accomplishments.  

     John Debney’s music is pleasantly dynamic, if mostly tonal and concordant. A 

hit song by the Sherman brothers is duly excavated from the 1960s forerunning 

animation: “The Bare Necessities.” It’s American jazz, not Indian raga, but does 

anyone notice?  

     Lighting is not too well modulated and sound sometimes buried in mixes 

relegating words to secondary status behind clamorous sound effects. 

     Overall, this Jungle Book is entertaining and holds viewer interest 

throughout, even if it is an apolitical reduction of Kipling’s back to nature social 

philosophy. Its penchant for overwhelming spectators with blaring volumes and 

hyper-accelerated frantic dashes vitiate claims to child-friendly content. 

Youngsters should probably be at least nine or ten years old before undertaking 

to watch it. 

     The sole bonus offering on this dvd is a brief featurette identified as “King 

Louie’s Temple: Layer by Layer.” It takes a stab at reconstructing computer 



designs for the aforementioned edifice one tier of drawings at a time while 

simultaneously adding music increments to create a final tempestuous 

demolition. 

  


